Feature Detection and Line of Sight Analysis on the Moon Trek Portal
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The Moon Trek portal found at https://trek.nasa.gov/moon aims to provide the scientific community as well as the general public access to lunar data collected from various missions. The portal also offers
a suite of tools with the goal of allowing users of the portal to analyze the data for the purposes of education, mission planning, and research. Such tools include elevation profilers, crater and rock
detection, lighting analysis, and slope analysis to name a few. Moon Trek is further expanding its analytic capabilities by adding feature detection and line of sight analysis to its toolset. Below we show
outputs from the two tools respectively, and provide minor details for the methodology behind each tool.

Feature Detection
The feature detector is
implemented using the latest
state of the art deep learning
techniques. The feature detector
uses the Faster Region Based
Convolutional Neural Network
(Faster-RCNN) model for the
detection and recognition of
features. Such models are
meant to be trainable on various
features, and thus can be trained
to detect distinct geographical
features on the lunar surface by
providing the appropriate training
sets.
The feature detector has been
trained with panchromatic
images captured from the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter for three
lunar features: craters, rocks,
and lunar pits.

Line of Sight Analysis
The Line of Sight tool searches
for ”lines of communication”
between two entities (planets,
spacecrafts, topographical
locations). It uses SPICE
software for computing planetary
geometries, and uses high
resolution Digital Elevation
Models to model the terrain for
each computation.
As a result, the tool can find
obstructions in communications
or visibility due to planetary
geometries, and/or local terrain
obstructions.

Feature Detector Outputs: Rocks

Feature Detector Outputs: Pits

One of the outputs of
the feature detector is
an image with
detections labeled with
bounding boxes. The
image to the right
shows a closeup of
result image
M109309907LC, where
detected rocks are
labeled with green
bounding boxes.

Second output from
feature detector, a text
file with the bounding
coordinates of each
detected feature in
pixel space.

Line of Sight Inputs
The Line of Sight tool is
accessible through the
trek portal. As input, users
can select from a set of
discrete entities to target
from a location on the
moon. These include
ground stations on earth,
and the LRO spacecraft.
The coordinates of the
lunar location must also
be provided. Finally, the
search interval in UTC
time must be provided.
The tool will automatically
select the highest
resolution DEM available
for computation.

Feature Detector Outputs: Craters

Feature detection of a
single lunar pit on
image
M184068107LC,
labeled by a green
bounding box. There
are few known lunar
pits, and many craters.
The feature detector
successfully
distinguished between
the two.

Result close-up of crater
detection using the
feature detector on
image M114131846RC.
Craters are labeled with
green bounding boxes.

Secondary output of the
feature detector. Crater
detections are recorded
in an ascii file.
Coordinates are in
image space, and are
given the lower left, and
upper right corner of the
bounding box.

A single line written to
the ascii output for the
detection of a lunar pit
in the LROC image.

Line of Sight Outputs

Example output of Line of Sight. A single CSV file (or JSON
file optionally) detailing the visibility of an entity at each
timestamp. Additionally, metadata such as the entities
elevation and azimuth angle with respect to the lunar surface
point during the given timestamp.

